
Marine Corps Solutions
Guidehouse is a leading global provider of consulting services to the public 
and commercial markets with broad capabilities in management, technology, 
and risk consulting. At our core, we focus on building trust in society, solving 
important problems, and having a seat at the table for the Marine Corps most 
pressing matters. Guidehouse provides the exceptional quality the Marine Corps 
demands with the agility and innovation to go beyond the expected.

Technology
We help our clients maximize the return on their information technology investments through the alignment 
of their business processes and architecture with a technology agnostic decision framework. We assist our 
clients with the creation and management of world-class technology functions, incorporating security, data 
management, IT business risk management, and an eye towards a forward looking, agile architecture through:

•	 Business systems alignment and rationalization

•	 Application and infrastructure modernization, including open architecture principles, planning, road-
mapping, system evaluation, and enterprise application/system integration

•	 Business intelligence and data analytics; enterprise content management; enterprise data management

•	 Cybersecurity and Risk Management Framework (RMF) implementation

•	 Cloud migration

•	 Change Management, culture change, strategic communication and training

•	 Audit, compliance, controls, and policy

•	 Acquisition and contract strategy and planning

•	 Portfolio, program, and project management

•	 IT function effectiveness and efficiency optimization; organizational authorities, responsibilities, and design

•	 Risk mitigation and independent verification; critical project recovery

Readiness and Affordability
We help drive innovation in the Department of Defense to curtail and reduce rising costs to sustain 
operations today, while making critical modernization investments for future success. We execute an 
integrated approach leveraging engineers, maintenance experts, and supply chain managers to reduce the 
cost of sustainment, and improve the readiness of deploying forces – guided by the following tenets: 

•	 Design for Affordability (DfA)

•	 Total ownership cost reduction (TOC)

•	 Component level diagnostics and component find fix teams to exhaustively identify root causes of 
sustainment issues using 12 Integrated Product Support (IPS) Elements

•	 Independent, integrated program reviews (I2PR)

•	 Supply chain illumination, industrial base analysis, open source due diligence, and strategic sourcing

Enterprise Effectiveness
We help our clients to assess current operations issues to increase efficiencies and effectiveness, as well 
as achieve success with appropriate rewards and recognition programs. Our services include:

•	 Benefits Realization

•	 Performance Metrics and Management

•	 Business Process Improvement

•	 Strategic Sourcing and Alliance Management

•	 Privatization and Outsourcing Advisory

•	 Economic Advisory
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Award-Winning 
Excellence

In 2014, Guidehouse 
became the first large 
professional services firm 
ever to receive the nation’s 
highest Presidential honor 
for quality - the Malcolm 
Baldrige National Quality 
Award. The Baldrige 
Award was established 
by Congress to recognize 
organizations for 
performance excellence 
through innovation, 
improvement and visionary 
leadership. Winning the 
award demonstrates 
Guidehouse’s unparalleled 
commitment to quality and 
continuous improvement, 
which is embedded in 
everything we  do and 
has enabled us to provide 
exemplary service to our 
Government clients. 



Financial Management
Our methodologies provide financial process integration and alignment to enable cost reduction, increase 
controls and reliability, and heighten confidence in financial information. We also help federal agencies 
address accounting, auditing, reporting, systems and internal control challenges and impediments. We 
support federal agencies with:

•	 Auditability and financial improvement

•	 Financial reporting and internal controls

•	 Cost estimation

•	 Property and asset visibility and accountability

•	 Planning, Programming, and Budgeting Execution (PPBE) 

Governance, Risk and Compliance
Guidehouse’s Governance, Risk and Compliance Solutions provide a comprehensive approach to 
achieving agency objectives and regulatory compliance requirements. Our approach features an 
assessment of management processes and risk-based realignment to increase agility in responding  
to dynamic challenges faced by today’s government executives.

•	 Enterprise Risk Management

•	 Continuity of Operations

•	 Ethics and Compliance

•	 Audits and Risk Assessments

•	 Regulatory Function Management

•	 Regulatory Reporting and Assurance

•	 Internal Controls  

Program Management
Guidehouse’s program management services team is an integrated force, responsible for all aspects of our 
service delivery life cycle model. We provide the tools, methodologies and people to ensure successful delivery 
of large projects and programs. We have proven success helping government agencies in the areas of:

•	 Program and Project Management Office Design and Implementation

•	 Organizational, Program and Project Management Assessment

•	 Project Portfolio Management Support Services

•	 Feasibility and Business Case Development and Monitoring

•	 Acquisition Management Support

•	 Performance Assessment and Benefits Realization

•	 Dispute and Investigations Support

Human Capital
Guidehouse works with the Federal government to help them meet 21st century workforce challenges. 
We provide human capital solutions that are comprehensive, innovative and proven, and which support the 
Federal Human Capital Assessment and Accountability Framework. We help our clients to improve their 
organizational and workforce performance through these critical human capital areas:

•	 Change management

•	 Strategic workforce planning

•	 Organizational design

•	 Talent management

•	 Learning and development

•	 Knowledge management

•	 Data analytics
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